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TC-meeting
Tuesday 10-12-2013 20:00 @ Lijm en Cultuur studio
Opening
1. Opening
Present: Peter Flink, Jochem de Graas, Misha Stassen, Nigel Mulders, Bart van de
Hoek, Jurriaan Heuberger en Board 61
Absent: Natalie van Nunen, Marije van der Laag (has emailed remarks) and AnnTheres Schultz (has emailed remarks)
2. Agenda
Added to the agenda is referees on 13.
3. Minutes
Prints of minutes of last ALV present.
Shouldn’t this be the prints of the last TC ALV instead? – This was a year ago and
not really relevant.
General Issues
4. Members training on wrong times
There have been some complaints in the beginning of the year that there are some
members who train on times which are not assigned to them. Do trainers notice this
is still the case?
Jurriaan- on Thursday at 22.00 everyone is welcome. Few people show up on that
time so that practice can use some filling.
Thomas- It sometimes is the case that mens 5 players are on the side during the
end of the training games while there are training members on the court. While it is
not their practice. This is bothersome for some players.
It should be clear for the trainers on which members should be practicing on which
training times. It would be useful for trainers to receive a list of names for this.
Furthermore a list of training members is desired.
This way it will be more clear which members should have priority during their
trainings.
Marije- The board should do random checks for this. The board members will have
final saying on who should be asked to come on a different time.
Jurriaan suggests that there should be a more strict checking up on this during the
beginning of a season. So there will be less quitters because of crowded courts and
everyone can join the trainings which are assigned for them.
There have been some exceptions for players in the past, but mostly this was for
players who really added something to the training which helped the trainers in
some way. So they were tolerated by the trainers.
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Ward will send lists of names to the trainers and there will be a notification to all the
members asking the members to only join the practices on their assigned times and
notifying that the board will be following up on this.
New balls and regulation
Max- We have some new balls. And there is a new arrangement with the sporcentre
which means that all the basketballs are now really owned by Punch. This means
that members and trainers should treat the balls more carefully. When something
happens to the balls, we will not be able to knock on the SnC door for it.
During game weekends some members tend to retrieve extra balls from the storage
unannounced. This is not intended, and gives a lot of difficulty for the court manager
to keep track of all the balls on the court.
Furthermore the sportcentre is giving us lockers on the tribune with a combination
lock, this is intended to put are balls in. All the trainers will receive the code for this.
Juriaan asks if a the trainers can be notified about the amount of balls that punch
has, so it is easier to keep track of.
6. Ghost members
Does any team have teammembers who haven’t been seen all year?
Some names are offered. These players will be emailed and asked what the deal is
with their subscription. And unsubscribed if necessary.
5.

Training
7. Training schedule
During the beginning of the year there has been an agreement that the ladies would
get 15 minutes less training time coming season then the first half year on mondays.
In practice because the training of the girls on Mondays starts at 5, the start of
practice is later anyways. This because a lot of girls have study obligations until six.
Also most of the times only one court is used during the end of practice and the
mens walkin starts about half past 5.
It maybe is an option to plan in this walkin for coming season, so there would be
more overlap between all the practices.
Marijes propositions that H1 should have the later practice on Mondays.
Unclear for most of the attendees what would be advantage of this.
Misha has heard that there was a fifteen minute overlap for shooting for H6,7 & 8
while H1 does a game, but in practice this is not the case?
Jurriaan will talk about this with Jan.
There will be a revision of the training schedule with Ward and the trainers. Ward
will make several proposition schedules and will present this to the trainers. This
needs to be done before the beginning of the next season.
8. Trainers
There will be a meeting with ward and all the trainers very soon, to discuss some
issues also mentioned tonight.
Teams
9. Team playing levels
The team playing levels are already entered for next season at the NBB.
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H5 will be going up a level en will probably play in the same poule as H4. H4 does
not need a change of level per se according to Jurriaan and Junior.
If really necessary it might be still possible to try to change the subscription level of
teams before the start of the next season, however this cannot be guaranteed. For
this Thomas would be the one who you need to contact.
10. Player evaluation
H3
Ana has indicated that she might need some extra benchplayers for H3. Preferably
centers. Maybe David, Hugo or Karel?
H4
Overall there is a pretty good constant level, pietro might not be entirely on the right
level. But there a team switch probably is not really necessary.
There is a shortage on tall people here also.
H5
Mattis is a candidate for H4. And there is doubt about Farshad and Leon, might be
assigned a little too high.
H6
Only one center, Yoran still away and Hugo injured. Maybe take Sebastiaan of H7
as a benchplayer?
H7
Sebastiaan and Michiel might be candidates for H6. Thomas might also be able to
keep up with H6.
H8
Max gyula should go up a level.
This possible plans do need to be communicated thoroughly to the concerning
players. Some shuffling of the teams might be needed. This also will be discussed
and decided during the coming meeting of the trainers.
11. H9
The team level division is already introduced, and the board did not include a H9 yet.
It will probably still be possible to sign up another men’s team until about 2 weeks
before the start of the new season. Thomas will check in which competition there will be
an open spot. And sign a men’s 9 team up in 3e klasse. H7 will play in that class. And
the new players who will form the new team will play 4e klasse.
There is a waitinglist for people who did not play competition last season, but want to in
the coming season. They will form the base of this new team, and there will be some
filling from players from other teams then.
The definitive team division for this will follow after the trainers meeting. 6 januari
supposedly is the deadline for the definitive team division in ISS.
12. D2

Next season there will be no D2 due to injuries and having too few female competition
members. Instead there will be a large D1 consisting of about 11-13 players.
Furthermore, D1 wants to keep playing Rayon. They have only won one game, but in
2e klasse Rayon degradation is not mandatory when come in last. And the players
indicate that they want to keep playing Rayon because they think Rayon is really an
enrichment for their basketball experience and level.
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However, seeing as Hugo is going to be abroad next season, there needs to be a new
E-referee to fill in for him for the rest of coming season. This contains 12 games
maximum.
Options for D1:
- Organize a E-referee currently in possession of a E diploma
- Educate a new E referee and ask dispensation for this person at the bond
- Degradation to regional level

Might D1 be not able to deliver a E referee, than the sanction will be
unsubscription from the competition and a fine. Junior thought this fine was
about 250 euros.
D1 is discussing about this now, and there might be a loop hole which gives a 6
week postponent to be able to find a new E referee. This will be by reporting
Hugo injured just before he leaves.
Bart thinks that E referees might be found more willing if there is some extra
compensation moneywise, and asks if that maybe should be coming from the
money that the sponsor committee exempted for this kind of goals last year.
Max answers the dropping of the sportsponsorfonds of the TUDelft (3500,-)
brings a lot of consideration.
Approach Thomas Schenderling to become an E referee?
Alieh also seemed to find refereeing somewhat enjoyable. You do not need to
be a competition member to be an E referee. Floris Tilburg might be an E
referee ‘type’.
Jurriaan references to a Rayon-west-referee-facebookgroup. There might be
someone on there that could be interested.
D1 should have a definite plan ASAP. If the prospect of finding an E referee is
very unlikely then the risks of receiving a fine and not getting to play in total is
too high, and it might be better just to play regional.
13. Referees

Antonios has told Misha that he is considering to quit being an E referee due to
troubles with the NBB.
Jurriaan is bummed to hear about this, because it is caused by such an
organization and not because of the refereeing itself. Jurriaan will contact
Antonios about this and wil CC Thomas.
Johnny also had some difficulties with the scheduling of the bond.
It might be useful to set up a meeting with all the referees, so that they can
share their experiences and to see what we can change to make it better for
them.
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It is already difficult to attract new E referees. We cannot force people to like
refereeing. And people should not get their E diploma if they dislike refereeing,
because they probably will not be refereeing for more than a year that way.
It might be valuable to aim for a wider approach on getting E referees. Ideal
would be to interest first years for getting such a diploma.
This may start with new members who are getting their F diploma first. If we
make refereeing less of a burden with a F diploma then there might be more
prospective in educating new E referees.
Jochem- How many new people have their F diploma?
There has not been a F course yet. The board applied for a F ‘teacher’ but is
waiting for a reaction of the NBB. Hopefully the next f course will be in Januari.
An idea for more guidance of starting or unexperienced referees would be mini
referee clinics before internal tournaments. And try to involve people like
Alexandru.

Closure
14. WVTTK
Max- the last TC- F course fine of 25 euros
Jurriaan- not a fine a contribution discount!
After the emails Max send last week, there has been some protest about this discount.
Some people believe they do not have an option to follow this course, or simply don’t
want to.
Peter- if they have valid reasons..
Jurriaan- people who do not leave after a year have priority for following a F course.
Thomas- If you do not get a chance to follow the F course the money is transferred
back.
Ideal would be to have the F course at the end of the calendar year, seeing as there still
some dropouts at the beginning of the year. November should be aimed for next time.
Jurriaan-obliged course “ I don’t feel like it” and “I don’t want to referee” is not a valid
reason. Suspend if they refuse.
-how do you suspend?
Notify the bond, but this would mean that the club will get the fine if he/she still plays
games. Only way could be by suspension during home games without notifying the
bond, so the court manager could check up on it. But this is unpractical.
Enric Baucells is only here for a year. Does he need to do it?
Yes, it’s for enrichment of his basketbalgame for him and he can still referee for a whole
season. BUT other people who will be with punch for a longer time have priority and will
be assigned the course first, then if there are any open spots left. These will be for the
people who are with Punch for a shorter amount of time.
15. Question round

No questions
16. Gossip
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Line and Iris are distracting junior on Mondays with their Spartacus workout.
-The chicks look more buff then the guys there.
J- Spartacus workout is developed to look better on tv. Only ‘six pack training’. So when
you are fifty you will have serious back problems and will be broken.
Amanthla- ..But then you do have washboard abs.
Jurriaan has learned during his trainer course that running serves a better ‘punishment’
then push ups.
Peter vd weijden prefers pushups during boys training. But Misha does sit ups in stead,
because he is a rebel.
17. Closure
Meeting closed at 22.25
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